Authors, check your schedules. The new JOM editorial calendar is complete and ready for your contributions. Though the emphases-and name-have evolved since it debuted as the Journal of Metals in 1949, JOM of the breadth of TMS member research activities nearly 70 years later. To see what's planned for the coming year and where you might be able to contribute, head to www.tms.org/EditorialCalendar. one closely aligned with your work.
Each issue of JOM depends on TMS members to make it a success. TMS committees-34 in all-sponsor special topics and appoint volunteers to act as organizers, or "advisors," for those topics, which comprise the bulk of the journal's content. This year, more than 20 new advisors have joined the team to oversee submissions that push the frontiers of minerals, metals, and materials. These volunteers span young professionals to retirees, work in academia, industry, and national labs, and are based in 14 countries.
Also new in the coming year will be a record number of cross-committee collaborations, with two or more committees working together to sponsor topics at the nexus of multiple domains. Interest in JOM also continues to rise. Submissions to JOM more than doubled record in 2017. So far, the upward trend shows no sign of slowing down. As a result, the journal's advisors are receiving more submissions for their special topics, and necessarily, have become more selective about which papers to acceptincreasing the quality of JOM papers, along with the submissions.
Coverage Highlights
The coverage in 2019 anticipates the return of some highly popular topics, as well as the introduction of a few new highlights. Progress in High Entropy Alloys will be presented in October, a return of a topic that has included some of the most highly cited papers in recent years.
Interest 
Industrial Interests
In serving the diverse needs and appropriate connections for audiences in national laboratories, academia, and industry can be a challenge. Different sectors have different interests, and, in recent years, our audience has told us that industrial context has been lacking in JOM articles. In 2018, staff and volunteers began to focus more sharply on ensuring service to all members, inclusive of industry. To this end, Edward D. Herderick was installed as the JOM Industrial Editor late in 2017. Herderick, who has worked in a variety of industrial settings including stints at the Edison Welding Institute, rp+m, and GE, is now Director of Additive Manufacturing at The Ohio State University Center for Design and Manufacturing Excellence. As Industrial Editor, he will work with committees, advisors, and editorial staff to ensure content is presented that appeals to industrial members and readers.
Submit Your Work
Any potential author should visit the searchable editorial calendar at www.tms that suits their expertise. Manuscripts should be prepared according to the author instructions and can be uploaded to the Editorial Manager website at https://www. editorialmanager.com/JOMJ. Note there are some recent changes to submission instructions, such as updated word counts.
Please join us in making JOM the goto source for the minerals, metals, and materials community. Any questions about publishing papers, developing editorial topics, or getting involved in JOM can be directed to JOM@tms.org.
Justin Scott is the JOM Principal Editor. Maureen Byko is JOM Editor.
Edward D. Herderick
JOM (and its covers) have evolved significantly in its technical coverage from the first issue in 1949 (left) through the present (center). The January 1989 cover (right) marks the first issue that the journal published under its current name, JOM. JO JOM JO OM (an n n n n n n n an n nd d
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